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Jan Otrębski, from Ząbkowice, Poland, was a prisoner at Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp 
from September 15, 1942, until March 13, 1943. This part of the interview occurred during a visit to 
the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum, with Jan commenting on what he sees and relating 
his experiences. 
 
Jan identifies the SS laundry and the prisoner’s kitchen. He points out that the words over the camp 
gate were made in the metalwork shop by prisoner Konrad Wróbel, one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. He 
recalled how prisoners were made to march in the square in front of the camp’s office between SS 
armed with rifles on one side and the barrack leaders and kapos on the other in time to the orchestra. 
Jan points to the area where he first worked dismantling a concrete wall and another area where he 
met with the Witnesses daily to pray and encourage one another with Bible verses. When he was a 
prisoner, Jan never imagined he would ever be visiting the former camp years later. 
 
On seeing piles of suitcases with marks on them, he noted that prisoners entering the camp were 
promised that their belongings would be returned to them, but instead, most of them died there. He 
explained that during the daily roll call, prisoners had to stand to attention and remove their hats when 
ordered to do so before saluting Heil Hitler. Jan said that although he was short and as such should 
have been at the front, he tried never to be in the first row of prisoners during roll call so that he 
would not be noticed when he refrained from saluting along with the others. 
 
Jan had obtained permission to bring his mandolin with him so he played and sang the songs which 
comforted and encouraged him and the other Witnesses during their imprisonment. He recalled that 
when the other Witnesses realized that he was also a fellow believer, they helped him when his hand 
was badly broken. He had been kicked in the hand by a kapo and it became so bad that the camp 
doctor suggested he have his hand amputated. Jan refused the amputation and Oremek, another 
Witness, dressed and bandaged his hand and it eventually recovered.  He worked in the kitchen and so 
was able to provide Jan with carrots to help him recover from his malnutrition. 
 
Upon reaching an area lined with birch trees where prisoners could walk freely, Jan explained that 
prisoners could walk only as far as the concrete posts. SS guards had orders to shoot any prisoner who 
went beyond the posts before they reached the electrified fence. Because it entailed a costly procedure 
to remove the body, SS guards would be punished if a prisoner committed suicide by electrocution by 
throwing himself at the fence.  
 
Prisoners had to go about naked whenever their clothing and bedding were sent for disinfection. There 
was such a heavy infestation of lice and bugs, that it had spread to the SS who were also becoming ill. 
When Jan was considered a muzułman (in a state of starvation and exhaustion) and therefore in danger 
of being sent off to the gas chambers, he hid in a potato storage cellar.  
 
Zyclon B gas was used to kill prisoners in the gas chambers. The gas would sink to the bottom of the 
chamber, and as people died, others would stand on their bodies, so that they could breathe the air at 
the top. Jan pointed out the place were Dr. Clauberg conducted medical sterilization experiments on 
women. He then points out what was known as the Wall of Death. This was where prisoners were 
blindfolded and executed by firing squad. Once, a Witness was to be executed, but he did not wear a 
blindfold and stood facing the firing squad, and the soldiers refused to shoot the Witness.  
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Jan pointed out the gallows with a trapdoor where prisoners were hanged. The windows were kept 
covered so that other prisoners could not see what was going on. The former camp commandant, 
[Rudolph] Höss was eventually hanged at Auschwitz after the war. Jan recalled that one of his work 
assignments was to plant flowers along a wall near the dog kennels. The loud barking of the dogs 
would drown out the screams of the prisoners. 
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